ESL Lab
Summer 2021
ONLINE

Do you want to --

➤ increase your confidence for speaking in other classes or at work?

➤ review grammar basics without stressful exams?

➤ meet with students for conversation via Zoom?

➤ complete classwork on your own schedule?

An ESL Lab class may be perfect for you!

ESL 290 (1 unit) and ESL 690 (0 unit) provide whole language instruction. The Burlington English software has been updated and is now available to use on any device anywhere, anytime!

Beginning students can repeat activities as many times as needed. Advanced students report gaining more confidence to participate in transfer-level courses.

Explore this link to hear more of what students say about Burlington English:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lj1tDhQ1ie0

Summer 2021—Lab Courses will be 8 weeks and totally online.
Instructor: Carol King cking@hartnell.edu 831.275.2730

Weekly conversation hours and workshops, optional, will be scheduled.